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A study of Co-operative housing in Sri Lanka.

Gopallawa Ranjan —1980

.Jhe dissertation focuses on the concept of Co-operative approach to house 
building. Having established the Causes for the acute shortage of housing in 

outh-East region, the author emphasises the problem of finance, as the 
major obstacle towards any Solution.

The study discusses the concept of Co-operative movement in its historical 
perspective of 68 years of its establishment. In this, it describes the birth of 
co-operative housing Societies and its growth.
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An evaluation of the design aspect of the aided-self-help 
(A.S.H.) housing schemes during the last 5 years (1977—1982)

Senanayake M. A. S.— 1983

This dissertation attempts to asses the appropriateness of the A.S.H. housing 
pogramme. Launched as a way of achieving the 100,000 houses declared by the 

The assesment is primarily on the design aspect of the housegovernment in 1977. 
unit and not on the Concept of A.S.H. housing.
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An analytical Study of the Design aspect of the -electoral 
housing schemes in Sri Lanka implemented between 1977-1980 

with special referance to Gampaha District.

Ganepola G, A. P.-1983

The study is aimed at testing a hypothesis formed by the author, namely, 
that the electoral housing provided during 1977-1980 may not be appropriate for 
the inhabitants.

Firstly it gives an overall view on-the evolution of the housing problem in 
Sri Lanka and various Solutions effected by governments at different times.

However, the study is focussed on analysing the approach adopted in the 
electoral housing schemes, where the government provided the architectural 
services and some financial support while the system of aided self help has been 
employed for the Construction purpose.

The authors main Concern in this study is to analyse the designers Contributions, 
his approach and his conception of the problem solution, and then to asses the 
success of the programme in terms of the user needs.

The author in dealing with the dcoigners contribution discusses, design, as a 
problem Solving exercise, the three tiered design process, namely; analysis, Synthesis 
and evaluation. He employs the Concept arrived by means of anlysing the housing 
problem m the light of the user category to asses the Success of a selected
!nnryn w COnCept Should ^ve been to create an
XTnfr" T” reSP°nSiVe t0 foste™8 Persons relationships 
within the new community as well as between the
existing village setting.
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An evaluation of the Design aspect of a suburban large scale 
Housing scheme in Sri Lanka.

Lokuketagoda Saroja-1984

The provision of large scale Housing shcraes has been one of the solutions, 
offered by the state to the acute Shortage of housing among the middle income 
group in the suburbs. A number of such schemes have been completed and have 
been in use now for sometime claims the author of this dissertation, and selects 
to evaluate.

one

She discusses the importance of evaluations being that of avoidance of costly 
mistakes and innovation of successful design solutions. Among the many methods, 
She selects the Concept-based method of evaluation which employs an analysis to 
establish a desired concept as a measure of evaluation.

The author then discusses the problem of housing in terms of government 
participation, Housing by sectors, etc. She briefly discusses the large scale housing 
Schemes namely Rukmalgama, Jayawadanagama, and Mattegoda.
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An evaluation of the design of the housing complex at Oigana

U. G. D. Weerasinghe — 1985

Digana housing scheme was designed and built to house a workforce 
consisting of persons with different Values and attitudes working to achieve a 
Common objective.

The study sees the housing Complex at Digana being unique in its housing needs
hundred thousand housing pro- 
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A study of the “Dutch influence 

status of the tamil Community as reflected by the residential 
buildings in Jnffna,

i •
on the social and cultural

Kunasingham S. —1986

The Socio-Cultural Situation, and status of a Community, is registered 
rc itecture of a community establishes the author in this dissertation.

th; Tiie early tmditional Courtyard houses of Jaffna had much in Common with
Cultural Iffi U'e ? C,a \ and Sout^ India’ as there had been a very close socio
cultural affinity between the two Communities.
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Kamanie Cynthia - 1986
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An analytical study of the co.relation between house design and 
the dwellers attitude towards the community, with special 
referance to houses designed by architects for themselves.

Ranasinghe Atula — 1986

This study attempts to establish the Co-relation that exist between the form of 
the house and it’s user, by analysing selected houses designed by users’ themselves.

It discusses culture in the background of two major Social Structures, namely, 
m the collectivistic Society and in the individualistic Society,. The primary Charac
teristics of the Collectivistic Society are the existence of Kinship, Shared Stable 
Value system, sharing of material surplus, ideology of the incorporated and the

t ■11 t0 ^ gr°UpS While Pri“ary Characteristics of 
the individualistic Society are quite the opposite.

The Status of the Male and the Female in these societies, resulting from these 
differences have been carefully investigated, in terms of nature and oriental

^construction tectal^ °f
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